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QASource Press Release

QASource Presenting Encore Webinar:
“Accelerate Your Automation with API Testing”

PLEASANTON, Calif., September 13, 2017 - QASource, one of the world’s leading software QA 
services providers, announced today that due to its popularity, its free webinar entitled, “Accelerate 
Your Automation with API Testing” will be presented again on Monday, Sept. 25.

CEO Rajeev Rai, who has more than 20 years’ experience in software QA, will lead attendees 
through a thorough exploration of API testing that includes how to test APIs and derive benefits, 
trends and best practices, common myths and case studies, and how API testing can be your 
accelerator.

Individuals who attend the encore webinar will receive a free takeaway checklist that will guide 
them as they begin or improve their API testing. 

“With the myriad of software applications and the Internet of Things, API testing is becoming an 
increasingly critical component of testing. Despite its importance, many companies have difficulty 
implementing API testing correctly,” said Rick Rampton, Head of Client Success at QASource. “This 
webinar builds on QASource’s more-than 10 years’ experience testing APIs and Rajeev’s QA 
expertise in order to present solutions that can benefit the IT industry as a whole.” 

[UPDATE]: To view an archived video of this information-packed encore webinar "Accelerate 
Your Automation with API Testing” which was held on Monday, Sept. 25, 2017, at 09:30 AM 
PST, visit https://info.qasource.com/accelerate-your-automation-with-api-testing.

About QASource
Headquartered in Pleasanton, California, with an office in Chandigarh, India, QASource is
one of the world’s leading software QA providers. Since its foundation in 2002, QASource
has grown to become an international organization with thousands of professionals
servicing a variety of clients ranging from VC-funded startups to Fortune 500 companies.
QASource has demonstrated a growth rate of 20% to 50% annually, and is a market leader in 
test automation services. QASource customers have had successful exits exceeding $15 billion in 
M&A transactions, leading to the company’s tagline, “Quality That Creates Value.” For more 
information, visit the QASource website at https://www.qasource.com.
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